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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Justification for the Study

Americans live in a society where the work ethic is still very
strong, and where work helps to define each one of its citizens.

To

the extent that Americans can do something useful for society, it is
possible to gain a feeling of belonging and contributing.

According to

Howe (1986) youth have been progressively denied the opportunity to be
engaged in work that is important to others and, therefore, denied the
rewards such work produces. Some of youth's negative tendencies today
can be traced to this situation.
Adolescents who help to clean up streams, improve playgrounds,
rehabilitate buildings, advocate for the homeless, educate about
substance abuse, assist shut-ins, visit the aging, tutor peers or
younger children, serve in soup kitchens, or assist the handicapped are
assuming meaningful roles and responding to the real needs of society
as well as their own need to be needed.
The primary reason to promote the involvement of adolescents in
community service is to provide an opportunity for youth to assume
meaningful roles and to develop a sense of personal worth, but another
important reason is to provide a valuable pool of volunteers.

The U.S.

population is growing at an annual rate of eleven per cent (U.S. Bureau
of the Census, 1980), but Independent Sector reports no growth in the
number of volunteers between 1985 and 1987 although there was some
increase in the total number of hours of volunteer work (Olcott, 1988).
Thus in young people rests our hope to perpetuate the volunteer
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tradition.

Experiencing the satisfactions of making a contribution and

of making a difference in the adolescent years can encourage a
commitment that will carry into adult life.
In addition to helping youth find meaningful roles and encouraging
them to volunteer in the future, community service helps to build a
sense of self-esteem and a sense of accomplishment.

Other benefits

from community service include being able to explore careers, and
learning how to behave in the world of work.

Young people also learn

to work as colleagues, to compromise, and to communicate better.
Community service provides opportunities to confront problems, to
consider alternatives, and to find solutions.

However, to gain the

maximum success from such a program, students must have opportunities
to reflect thoughtfully upon their volunteer experiences.
A case has just been made for community service programs for
adolescents, but this group of young people needs to be expanded to
include junior high age children (12 to 14 years old).
Early adolescence is characterized by change.

Physical change,

cognitive and emotional change, the loosening of ties to parents, and
intense peer relationships are some of the new experiences of this age
group.

Junior high age youth often have extreme self-doubt.

While

they are very absorbed with their own selves, they are also very
idealistic and caring.

During this stage of their lives,they want to

reach out to adults other than their parents and teachers; they want to
test new values and try on new roles.

By helping others, young people

can develop a positive sense of self worth.
Finally any rationale for community service programs in the
schools must also include the need for values education.

Some of the

values that could be taught through such a program include: compassion,
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courtesy, equality of opportunity, regard for human worth and dignity,
and respect for others' rights.

As students perform their community

service duties, they will also be reinforcing these values.
Because of the benefits mentioned above and the lack of readily
available resource material in the field, the author finds it necessary
to produce a guidebook to be of assistance to educational personnel
thinking about initiating a community service program in his or her
school.
It is often difficult to get a new program launched and to teach
it successfully the first time.

This would be especially true in the

case of a community service program, since there is very little
direction in the literature to help.

Thus the need for this guidebook.

The author intends for the guidebook to be a step by step guide to help
the educational professional teach a community service course
successfully the first time he or she tries.
By 1994, in Ohio, a community service program will have to be
provided by all districts.

In order to graduate all students must work

a specific number of hours serving their community.

If this law does

not change, there will be a large number of educators looking for a way
to meaningfully help their students meet their volunteer requirements.
The author hopes this guidebook can help in some way.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to develop a guidebook for use by
educational personnel for initiating student community service
programs.

Chapter III describes the procedures that were followed to

gain the information needed to develop a community service program in
the schools and Chapter IV describes a course that could actually be
implemented.
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Assumptions
Since this project is based on published research and studies, an
assumption is made that this literature is accurate and valid.
The project is also based on data given by experts in the field
during extensive interviews and is assumed to be valid.
Limitations
The ideas gained from the literature and interviews will be used
to develop a community service guidebook for a suburban junior high and
senior high school, but it is expected that community service programs
could be initiated at most junior and senior high schools.
Definition of Terms
Adolescents are students aged twelve through eighteen.
School Sponsored Community Service Programs.
who believe in learning through experience.

Taught by educators

Students become involved

in a variety of community service projects as part of their curriculum.
The projects may be located in the school or away from the school.
S.O.A.R. stands for Special Opportunities for Additional
Resources.

This is a program for gifted children which could easily

undertake community service projects.
0.W.A. stands for Ohio Work Adjustment.

This is a program for

potential dropouts where they attend classes five periods a day and
work two periods a day.

This program is geared to the special needs of

potential dropouts and if successful students become aware of the need
for a high school education. This class is offered to ninth graders.
O.W.E. stands for Ohio Work Experience.

This is a program for

potential dropouts at the high school level.

They go to school for

five periods a day and work two periods a day.

This program is geared

to the specific needs of potential dropouts and if successful students
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become aware of the need for a high school education.
tenth graders.
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It is offered to

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Existing Programs
The curriculum offers many opportunities for developing various
aspects of citizenship.

One way is extending the active participation

beyond the school into the community.

This chapter will give insight

into some of the community service projects undertaken throughout the
United States.
In Pulaski, Wisconsin, high school students tested the water in
local wells, which created an awareness for the need to construct new
water and sewer lines in their community.

Agriculture classes tested

milk for the farmers and developed a cooperative cannery.

High school

journalism and English classes wrote and published the community
newspaper.

Social studies classes conducted land-use surveys, which

led to the building of a local industrial complex.

Industrial arts

classes constructed homes when the community faced a housing shortage
(Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
In Floodwood, Minnesota, students, teachers, and community members
worked together on such projects as a cooperative creamery, a dairy
improvement project, and a community fair.

Students from agriculture

classes visited local farms and disseminated new knowledge about
farming to improve farm practices and production in their community.
unique project was the Floodwood School Forest Program in which the
entire school-community population worked together to develop a forest
area on one hundred and nine acres purchased by the school district.
Seventh-grade students removed seeds from cones to raise seedlings,
which they later planted.

When the school hockey team needed wooden

side rails for their skating rink, the students along with community
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members set up a logging operation to provide the lumber for the side
rails (Harris and Harris, 1983).
In Portland, Oregon, an identified, problem was high school
students' lack of knowledge about occupations and how to apply for a
job.

The solution was a program called "Portland's 600 Dutch Uncles."

With the cooperation of local businesses, students were turned loose in
the community to seek information about jobs, what they required, and
how to interview for them (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
In Central Falls, Rhode Island, a program called "Channel One"
encourages youth participation in community affairs.

Students can be

found working on restoration and beautification projects and
fund-raising endeavors (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
Project "Discovery" in the South Bronx, New York City, uses
community service as a method of teaching.

In a social studies unit

called "Is the self help ethic alive and well in the South Bronx?"
students worked with a local community group on urban redevelopment
projects, including raising fish and gardening.

Students all

participated in a variety of community service projects, such as
volunteer work in hospitals, nursing homes, day-care centers, churches,
park programs, tutoring and counseling younger students, painting
murals, and assisting with such special events as neighborhood folk
festivals (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985)
In Cincinnati, students known as "Ombuds" counsel other students
in such areas as teenage pregnancy, drug abuse, and legal assistance.
These Ombuds are trained in grievance processes, problem solving,
juvenile justice, and human relations (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell,
1985).
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In Baltimore, Maryland, students and teachers at Patterson High
School developed “civic experience" classes.

Students in these classes

spend two hours per week in volunteer service with community agencies
and organizations. One group of students conducted a neighborhood
survey to identify the needs of the elderly.

Another group of students

conducted a housing survey for the Baltimore Housing Authority (Lipka,
Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
When Bradford, Pennsylvania, was investigating various forms of
city government, students became involved through their social studies
classes.

Students studied various forms of city government and made

recommendations to local government officials (Lipka, Beane, and
O'Connell,1985).
In Albion, Michigan, and Columbus, Ohio, troubled teenagers
learned about themselves through serving others.

Their service

learning programs included chopping firewood for the disabled, working
with retarded children, and visiting shut-in senior citizens (Lipka,
Beane, and O'Connell,1985).
In Shoreham, New York, the Shorehara-Vading River Middle School has
developed a program that involves students in community service
projects for about one hour per week.

Students help out in day-care

centers, nursing homes, and in classes for handicapped students.

One

student helped a victim of a car accident with his physical therapy
exercises (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
One of the largest school-community service projects ever
undertaken is the Children for Children program in New York City, where
nine hundred and twenty thousand children raised money to help feed
starving Ethiopians with bake sales, bottle redemptions, car washes,
and book sales (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
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In Petersburg, West Virginia, an eighth-grade class developed a
community health project.

Students and their teachers began

investigating all aspects of community health and identified needed
improvements in the areas of garbage disposal, insect and pest control,
sewage disposal, water supply, food handling, and public parks and
recreation (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
In Palos Verdes, California students at Chadwick School raised
money for Amnesty International; perform in the Rainbow Connection, a
musical/drama troupe that visits convalescent homes; work with
handicapped children; and help FISH food pantry distribute emergency
food supplies to the hungry (Chadwick Community Service Program, 1989).
In Ellington, Connecticut several students who attend Ellington
High School operate Ellington's emergency rescue squad.

They have

delivered babies and handled terrible car accidents, drug overdoses,
suicides, stabbings and shootings, fire victims, frequent heart attacks
and home accidents, and amputations by farm equipment.

Prior to

service the Red Cross trains the students (Emergency Rescue Squad,
1989) .
In the rural community of Daleville, Alabama FFA (Future Farmers
of America) students build and maintain city "welcome" signs, stamp
expensive farm equipment with identification numbers to prevent thefts,
and conduct safety programs on how to use the equipment.

These

students also conduct CPR training programs, fingerprint and photograph
elementary students, organize "free by choice" drug-prevention programs
and sponsor an annual Farm Day for the community (FFA Service Program,
1990) .
In Harlem, New York, at Rice High School all seniors must give
sixty-five hours of service to the community.
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The students serve in

soup kitchens, as tutors in elementary schools and peer counselors, in
AIDS clinics, hospitals, with Special Olympics and drug rehabilitation
centers (Christian Service Project, 1989).
In Hopkins, Minnesota at Hopkins High School, as part of the
senior social studies program, students work for eight hours a week,
for one semester, in a community service program.

Students work in

nursing homes, with Meals-on-Wheels, in drug prevention programs, in
schools with special needs students, at day care centers and with
senior citizens groups.

They also work as a class cleaning parks and

painting and repairing homes for the elderly.
At the elementary level students tutor immigrant students
(Community Involvement Hopkins High School, 1990).
In Closter, New Jersey students at Tenakill School formed a group
called "Kids Against Pollution" and succeeded in getting the entire
community to stop using styrofoam products.

When other schools write

Tenakill to ask for help in stopping pollution the students send each
school a packet of background information on environmental issues,
suggestions for action and a copy of a Constitutional amendment they
drew up regarding environmental rights.
Each year the students organize an Environmental Rights Day and
about one thousand two hundred people attend.

They have also appeared

before legislators in Trenton and Albany, presented at the United
Nations, and testified at an Environmental Protection Agency hearing in
Washington, D.C. (Kids Against Pollution, 1990).
At Lincoln High in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania students test
streams, creeks and other bodies of water for pollution.

Lincoln High

School is the state and federal environmental agencies' official air
and water quality monitoring station for northeast Philadelphia.
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The students who are doing water-quality testing, in addition to
learning the chemistry and mathematics skills they need, have helped
community groups in their political efforts to get the streams cleaned
up.

Lincoln High School also sends its horticulture students out to

plant speciality gardens in Fairmount Park and in other parts of the
city, and the school has gotten a grant to set up a community
historical museum that will come under the care of its American history
students (Gurwitt, 1990).
Another excellent community service program is offered at East
Lyme High School in Connecticut.

This program helps students

understand the needs of various segments of the local population and
allows them to engage in community service for a substantial period.
Established in the spring of 1985, the Community Service Internship
(CSI) is the only credit-bearing course of its kind to be offered by a
public school in Connecticut and one of only a handful of such courses
in the U.S.
The CSI curriculum was developed by a committee of high school
administrators and teachers.

The internship is designed to foster an

understanding of societal issues on both an experiential and an
academic level.
The academic component of the community service internship covers
the problems of hunger, poverty, housing, education, health, aging, and
handicaps— dealing with each from historical, political, economic, and
social/cultural perspectives.

The service component engages each

student in an internship with one of twenty-two local agencies.
Students spend a minimum of two and one half hours each week working at
these agencies in nonclerical capacities (Evers, 1986).
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At Challenger Middle School in Colorado Springs all students take
part in HUGSS (Helping Us Grow through Service and Smiles), a program
of several year-long projects, each led by a two-or four-member teacher
team.
One team (the Flamingos) consisting of one hundred and twenty
members collects cans and newspapers for recycling and donates the
money they earn to needy families.

Other teams take pets from the

Humane Society on visits to senior citizens or play games with students
at a school for the visually and hearing impaired (Dismuke, 1990).
At St. Veronica School in Cincinnati, Ohio fourth graders have an
Adopt-A-Grandparent program in conjunction with Eastgate Healthcare
Center.
The activities director from the center visits the class and
matches each student with a particular resident from the nursing home.
After the students have learned a little about their new grandparents,
they will participate in group discussions and a variety of
recreational and arts and crafts activities.
The goal of the program is to become aware of the elderly and
their needs; to share talents, and to increase understanding of two
very diverse age populations (The Governor's Call To Service, 1990).
At Roosevelt-Lincoln Junior High School in Salina, Kansas students
visit local nursing homes to establish relationships with the elderly;
charitable organizations benefit from their jogathons, bikeathons, and
walkathons; and students help local recreation departments with
activities.

The school sends musical ambassadors into the community,

and several of its students officiate at the Special Olympics.
The school also has an Adopt-A-Grandparent program (Wilson and
Rossman, 1986).
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Organizing Community Service Programs

Identifying Community Needs.

School-sponsored community service

programs should be based on a real need.

One way of identifying such

needs is through a community needs assessment.

In fact, conducting a

needs assessment survey can itself be a community service project.
Students can help design the survey, conduct interviews or mailings,
tabulate and publicize results and present recommendations (Lipka,
Beane, O'Connell, 1985).
Another way for identifying needs is through requests from
individuals or agencies in the community.

Still another method of

identifying needs can come from the school itself.

Students, teachers,

or administrators may perceive a need in the community and initiate a
project to deal with it.
If the school district has a community advisory council, it can be
helpful in identifying community needs and in facilitating service
projects.

If there is a school community-relations coordinator, this

person can serve as a clearinghouse through which service projects may
be sponsored (Lipka, Beane, O'Connell,1985).
Scheduling and Time Considerations.

In considering community service

projects, a first concern is the amount of time involved in carrying
out the project.

A second is providing time in the school schedule for

project activities.

The duration of projects will vary depending on

their purpose. Some projects may be brief while others may involve
weeks or a semester. Still others may be carried out over a period of
several years.
When planning community service projects, it is necessary to take
into consideration the maturity and experience of the students
involved.

For first time project participants or for those with
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limited interest, it is probably better to start with projects of short
duration.
Scheduling project activities may be a challenge.

The major

problem is scheduling activities that take the students outside the
school. Self-contained and block-time classes provide more flexibility
for teachers and students to set aside time for activities.

Scheduling

arrangements can be made to cluster study halls, lunch periods, and
activity periods for students engaged in service projects.

Or service

projects may require out-of-school time in afternoons, evenings, or
weekends.

However, students must be strongly motivated if they are to

spend their free time on them.

The experience of schools that are

really committed to the concept of service projects indicates that
supportive scheduling is needed (Lipka, Beane, O'Connell, 1985).
For the teacher of a semester or longer community service project
it may be necessary to give him or her time to serve as a coordinator.
It is suggested that the equivalent of one class period per day be
given so that contacts with agencies, on-site visits, and record
keeping can be accomplished successfully (Evers, 1986).
Financial Considerations.
usually involve some costs.

Conducting community service projects
The ideal situation is to establish a

regular line item in the school budget for funding various aspects of
projects.

Where this is not possible, perhaps discretionary funds

within the instructional budget can be used.

Another alternative is

seeking funds from outside agencies interested in community development
(Lipka, Beane, O'Connell, 1985).
Costs involved in community service programs will vary.
Small-scale projects usually involve minimal costs.

Large-scale

projects, may involve a greater expense including the cost of
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equipment, although this may be donated by a concerned citizen or
organization.

Some projects take students into the community, so

transportation costs may also be a factor.

School cars or buses and

public transportation may have to be used.

Once again school officials

should seek support from community agencies.
Another major cost factor is insurance.

Since projects are often

off school grounds, additional insurance may be necessary.

One option

is to include coverage in the general student insurance program in the
same way that off-campus athletic events and other extracurricular
activities are handled. A second option is to arrange for short-term
coverage for specific students involved in particualr projects (Lipka,
Beane, O'Connell, 1985).
Project Planning.

Community service projects must be planned just as

carefully as other aspects of the curriculum.

In planning, Lipka,

Beane and O'Connell (1985) suggest that consideration be given to the
following:
1.

For each project one school professional should be identified
as the "teacher." This may be a regular teacher working with
students in his or her own class, or a counselor,
administrator, or teacher with special expertise identified as
appropriate to work with an individual or small group for a
particular project.

2.

The project proposal should be developed with the students and
include the following elements: a statement of need, a
statement of what the project is to accomplish and what the
students are suppose to learn, a description of both direct
and reflective activities, a list of needed resources, a
timeline or schedule for participation, and suggestions for
evaluation.

3.

Careful consideration should be given to the characteristics
of students to be involved in the project, including their
maturity, previous experience with community service, interest
level, and skill development with regard to project
requirements.

4.

Information about the project should be given to parents and
their permission obtained in cases where students will leave
the school grounds.
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5.

All persons involved in the project (teachers, students, and
community representatives) should meet to review plans and
make certain they are understood and agree on.

6.

A decision should be made about granting school credit related
to the project. In some cases none may be involved. In
others, credit may be included in regular coursework or
granted as a separate area designated as community service.
In districts where a community service experience is required,
granting credit is justified.

Schapiro (1990) offers ten principals which could be helpful in
establishing a meaningful service program.

They are:

1.

The program should engage students in responsible and
challenging actions for the common good.

2.

The program provides structured opportunities for people to
reflect critically on their service experience.

3.

The program should articulate clear service and learning goals
for everyone involved.

4.

The program allows for those with needs to define their needs.

5.

The program clarifies the responsibilities of each person and
organization involved.

6.

The program matches service providers and service needs
through a process that recognizes changing circumstances.

7.

The program expects genuine, active, and sustained
organizational commitment.

8.

The program includes training, supervision, monitoring,
support, recognition, and evaluation to meet service and
learning goals.

9.

The program ensures that the time commitment for service and
learning is flexible, appropriate, and in the best interests
of all involved.

10.

The program is committed to participation by and with diverse
populations.

From the "Hands-on" section of the spring 1990 issue of The
Generator some suggestions for orienting and training students are
given.

They are:
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1.

Students must knov their responsibilities and how to perform
the actual service.

2.

Students must have information concerning the individuals to
be served.

3.

Students must have information concerning social and
contextual issues related to the service.

4.

Students must have information about the service site (agency
or individual/group to be helped).

5.

Students must be able to get help in solving problems when
they arise.

6.

Students must have help in building a spirit of team work and
togetherness.

The spring 1990 issue of The Generator also offers suggestions for
establishing a meaningful reflection component in the community service
program.

They are:

1.

The program must have a "reality check" component. There must
be a guard against reinforcing inaccurate perceptions/biases.

2.

The program must offer problem-solving help for specific
situations and issues.

3.

The program must provide on-going education on general issues
related to the service.

4.

The program must include values clarification.
need this when they confront nev situations.

5.

The programs must provide for integration of the service and
related learning with the rest of one's life.

6.

The program must provide for community building among
participants.

Students will

Ways to accomplish these six tasks include experiential exercises,
reading and writing, discussion and lectures and presentations.
Once the teacher has been selected, the project proposal has been
developed, the characteristics of the students who are going to be
involved in the project identified, the parents and all others involved
in the program informed about what will be happening, necessary
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training of teacher and supervisors completed, and the students'
individual needs have been taken into consideration it is necessary to
develop specific objectives that meet each students' personal, social
and academic requirements (Conrad,1998).

After completing specific

objectives for each student the course content (skills and concepts)
must be developed with each individual adolescent in mind.

Each

student should have a personal set of skills and concepts to master, as
well as a uniform classroom curriculum to study (Conrad, 1989).
Following an orientation program, usually a couple of weeks, where
students learn to work with others, gain insight into the self, build
group cohesion, students are ready to select a placement site with the
assistance of their teacher.
It is important to remember that there are differences in choosing
placements for young adolescents and for high school students.

The

vulnerability of younger students, their struggle to make sense of
their world and to deal with the realities of death, deformity, or
mental and emotional disabilities, dictates that staff at the receiving
agency should not only be willing to accept them but be prepared to
help them understand and reach out to the people with whom they will
work.

If the students will work with the frail elderly, there should

be some advance discussion about death and dying, as well as of aging.
Whatever, the setting, the high school student may be comfortable
simply engaging in the activities of the day; a younger student, on the
other hand, needs the assurance of a staff member who is aware of the
volunteer, who can offer constructive criticism and positive
reinforcement, and who understands early adolescents and is genuinely
pleased to have them at the agency (Schine, 1989).
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For the junior high student it may be necessary to see the school
itself as the community to be served.

Peer tutoring, assisting in a

classroom, even improving the appearance of the school building and
grounds, are roles that junior high students can enjoy and, with
skilled adult direction, find meaningful.

Such participation may

prepare the less mature or shy student to venture beyond the school at
a later date (Schine, 1989).
After the students have been assigned to a placement site that
meets their needs it is important that time be spent each week on
preparation for service and then debriefing.

This requirement is in

addition to the curriculum taught to all participants in the program.
Time should be devoted to planning for the on-site role.
volunteer is expected to plan an activity.

The planning function may

be done by the group as a whole or by an individual.
spent in debriefing.

Each student

Time must also be

Debriefing involves reviewing the on-site

experience, deciding what might have been better planned or executed,
what was particularly successful, and how the young people felt about
their participation.

It is recommended that students keep journals as

an aid in reflecting on their experiences as well as a valuable
exercise in using written language to enhance one's own understanding
(Schine, 1989).
As a final step in all service projects there must be an
evaluation component.

Evaluation should involve a partnership of the

educators responsible for administration and conduct of the project,
the students involved in the project, and the community members being
served by the project.

This partnership gives students and community

members a sense of ownership in the evaluation process.

It ensures

that the evaluation techniques are understood by the students and
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community members.

And it fosters a climate of acceptance for any

refinements or changes that may be necessary in the operation of the
project (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
A useful set of criteria for evaluating community service projects
has been suggested by Olsen (1954).

These criteria include:

1.

Is the project related to the current living experiences of
students?

2.

Do the activities contribute to the development of needed
skills, habits, and ideals?

3.

Do the activities promote critical thinking?

4.

Is the project appropriate for the maturity level of the
students?

5.

Do the activities provide for differences in abilities and
interests?

6.

Do students share in planning and evaluating the program?

7.

Do the activities promote a desire to participate actively in
community life?

8.

Does the project stimulate awareness of the need for improved
human relations?

9.

Does the project cultivate a disposition to act for the
general welfare of the community?

10.

Does the project permit students to assume realistic
citizenship responsibilities?

11.

Does the project acquaint students with the resources of their
community?

12.

Does the project deal with real problems of community life?

13.

Does the project offer opportunity to analyze conflicts as
well as cooperation between individuals and groups in the
community?

14.

Can the project actually improve the quality of community
living?

In addition to having a set of criteria for evaluating community
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service projects it is also necessary for the evaluation plan to answer
the following questions suggested by (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell,
1985).
1.

Have you stated the reasons for the evaluation?

2.

Have you identified the measures you will use to judge
progress toward project goals and objectives?

3.

Have you designed a plan for conducting the evaluation?

4.

Have you selected the appropriate instruments to secure the
necessary data?

5.

Have you considered how you will compile and analyze the data?

Evaluating community service projects is necessary to refine
project goals and objectives and to determine the effectiveness of
individual projects.

Evaluation should begin at the inception of the

project and be carried out systematically.

Any community service

project worth doing is worth evaluating well.
Benefits of Community Service Programs
To Students

Some of the benefits to students who participate in a community
service project are improved self-image, a strong sense of personal
worth and academic improvement.

New York City's AIDP (Attendance

Improvement/Dropout Prevention) program includes a required "Career
Exploration" component.

Coordinators report improved attendance and

attitude in groups where active community service roles replace or
supplement the traditional classroom discussion presentations on the
world of work (Schine, 1989).
Successful outcomes, measured in terms of academic gains and of
attitude, have been repeatedly reported in studies of peer and
cross-age tutoring (Schine, 1989).
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Hedin and Conrad (1987) cite

studies of the effect of the tutoring experience on the academic
achievement of the tutors:

over a wide range of tutoring programs,

tutors' achievement test scores exceeded those of control students in
the subjects being taught.

In addition they state that "positive

change in attitude toward subject matter and self-concept were also
found for tutors."
In another project, young adolescents (ten to twelve years old)
with learning disabilities and behavioral problems in Buffalo, New
York, became tutors for six to eight year olds with similar
difficulties.

The special education teacher who developed the program

recognized the power of taking responsibility for helping some one
else:

"The low functioning, failing child suddenly becomes a teacher.

This peer tutoring system tells this child, 'You are worthwhile and
productive.'" (New York State Council on Children and Families, 1982).
Community service programs are suitable for nearly all senior high
and junior high school students.

The best involve a cross-section of

abilities, as well as whatever socio-economic, racial or ethnic mix
exists in the school.

Those programs appear to be especially valuable

as a component of programs serving "at risk" youth.

Young people who

have "tuned out" in the classroom are attentive and caring when helping
a nursing home resident; unenthusiastic readers will practice reading a
story book in order to read aloud in the pre-school (Schine, 1989).
Through community service opportunities, young people also learn
values.

According to Hornbeck (Dec. 1989-Jan. 1990) some of the values

learned include:

trust, honesty, respect for others and their

property, personal integrity, respect for youth and the elderly, and
racial tolerance.

He also states that students have an opportunity to

connect with the rest of the world, to develop employment skills, and
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to link classroom knowledge with service experiences.

Hornbeck further

feels that community service-learning has been an important reason for
better relationships between students and adults, higher classroom
attendance and more collaborative efforts between schools and
communities.

In addition, community service meets important social

needs, it helps young people become adaptable to change and it is one
of the best public relations devices of both schools and kids.

Finally

Hornbeck states that community service teaches people to care, it
tempers "meism", and it helps to develop a sense of responsibility.
Draayer (Dec. 1989-Jan. 1990) states that youth service programs
are essential in providing youth with other-directed activities which
will help make good citizenship education a reality in their lives.

He

feels that the very survival of democratic societies depend upon people
not only knowing about citizenship in an intellectual sense but
experiencing it as youth and living it out over a lifetime.
According to Draayer (Dec. 1989-Jan. 1990) youth service programs
provide a place for the person to test his or her intellectual
skills— to give him or her a reality check.

Youth service programs

thrust young people into new and different relationships where
feelings, commitment, and loyalty can grow.
strengthened by youth service programs.

Value structures are

Further youth service programs

place a priority on giving to and receiving from other human beings,
which is a test of good citizenship.
McDonald (1986) writes that community service programs help people
value education and consider it their concern, the school becomes an
integral part of the community.

The community can make its voice heard

and can insure that the educational system is meeting its needs.
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Lipsitz (1984) and Toepfer (1988) provide an excellent summary of
the benefits of most community service programs.

These benefits

include:
1.

Developing a sense of competence, testing and discovering new
skills.

2.

Discovering a place for themselves in the world, to create a
vision of a personal future.

3.

Participating in projects with tangible or visible outcomes.

4.

Knowing a variety of adults, representatives of different
backgrounds and occupations, including potential role models.

5.

Having the freedom to take part in the world of adults, but
also to be free to retreat to a world of their peers.

6.

Testing a developing value system in authentic situations.

7.

Speaking and being heard, to know that they can make a
difference.

8.

Achieving recognition for their accomplishments.

9.

Having opportunities to make real decisions, within
appropriate limits.

10.

Receiving support and guidance from adults who appreciate
their problems and their promise.

Hedin and Conrad (1987) have described how some of their students
profited from their community service programs.

However, they wrote

about the benefits by letting their students describe what they learned
in their own words.

Some of these benefits are:

One student wrote that she changed from a student to a person.
Another stated that she assumed roles of significance and could
interact meaningfully with others.

One boy wrote that he entered a new

setting and encountered unfamiliar people from whom he gained new
information and understanding.

Another student wrote that community

service broadened his world, it increased the range of places and
people he knew about and with whom he could make a connection.
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Still

another wrote that giving service is a responsibility and not just
obeying external rules.

One more student stated that learning is not

merely answering a teacher's questions to get a grade, but asking your
own questions to understand and to know what to do.

Another girl wrote

that when learning is from real life, and consequences are real, you
have to question the surface appearance, the easy answer, and grapple
with the deeper complexities of life and relationships.

Yet another

student wrote that acts of service often demand that individuals act on
parts of themselves previously underutilized, perhaps even barely
recognized by themselves or others, but affirmed and strengthened
through practice.

Finally one girl wrote that it was nice being

needed.
Hedin and Conrad (1987) summarized the benefits by stating:
"By providing for integration of ideas and actions into the
large community, experiential learning facilitates the transition
to adulthood and develops skills for responsible citizenship."
Other outcomes of experiential learning include concern for fellow
human beings; the ability to get things done and work with others;
selfmotivation to learn, participate and achieve; improved
self-concept, confidence, competence, and awareness;
responsibility to the group or class; openness to new experiences;
and a sense of usefulness to the community.
To Community
Schine (1989) writes that one of the major benefits to the
community is the source of volunteers a community service program
provides.

The need for volunteers will continue unabated in the future

because of the greater number of very young and old that require
services that were once provided in the home.

She claims that the only

hope for perpetuating the volunteer tradition lies with young people.
Experiencing the satisfactions of making a contribution and of making a
difference in the teen years can encourage a commitment that will carry
into adult life.
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According to Draayer (Dec. 1989-Jan. 1990) society's institutions,
including public education, must awaken to the fact that citizenship
education is an essential for twenty-first Century living.

He believes

that democracy depends upon a healthy balance between self-oriented
conduct and other-oriented conduct.

The general welfare— indeed, the

very survival of democratic society— depends upon people not only
knowing about citizenship in an intellectual sense but experiencing it
as youth and living it over a lifetime.

He feels community service

programs can help young people to experience citizenship.
Waltz (Dec. 1989-Jan. 1990) writes that student community programs
can be a big help to the environment.

The planting of trees, or

working to keep our waterways clean is a wonderful way to get young
people to support the environment.

Once students feel they are needed

to keep the environment well, they will develop a sense of ownership of
the environment.
In Kentucky the Partnership Program, involves joining interested
schools and school districts with business and civic organizations.
There are about three hundred and fifty programs.

The results of the

programs include motivating students to stay in school, providing
educational experiences for children, providing leaders for programs in
the arts and sciences, and providing tutors for students in need of
special help (McDonald, 1986).
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE

Several procedures were undertaken in order to gain knowledge that
would help in the development of a community service guidebook.
a thorough review of the literature was conducted.

First

While this provided

a great deal of useful information, more detailed information was
needed.

As a result, several experts in the field were contacted by

letter in order to get answers to some specific questions the author
had.

Armed with their advise, the author interviewed representatives

of local agencies in order to find out what kind of help they needed
from adolescent volunteers and what their expectations were.
In the paragraphs that follow, the results of the author's
research are described.
Review of Journals
The information provided in this section has been divided into two
parts. First the author describes how experts in the field feel a
community service program should be planned and organized, and then
examples of programs already undertaken throughout the country are
provided.
To have a good community service program it is necessary to
thoroughly plan and organize it.

Below is a list of steps that should

be followed in order to have a well functioning program.
1.

Identify community needs (Lipka, Beane, O'Connell, 1985).

2.

Scheduling time for the community service program including
time for project activities (Lipka, Beane, O'Connell, 1985).

3.

Providing for the financial needs of the program (Lipka,
Beane, O'Connell, 1985).
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4.

Planning the project— providing a well trained and
enthusiastic teacher, developing a complete project proposal,
meeting students needs, informing parents and other concerned
individuals about the program, reviewing the plans, and
granting school credit (Lipka, Beane, O'Connell, 1985).

5.

The program must involve students in responsible and
meaningful activities, it must have time for critical
reflection, it must have clear service and learning goals, it
must allow those with needs to define their needs, it must
clarify the responsibilities of each person and organization
involved, it must match service providers and service needs,
there must be sustained organizational commitment, the
program must include training and supervision, the program
must ensure that the time commitment for service and learning
is flexible, and the program must be committed to
participation with diverse populations (Schapiro, 1990)

6.

Orienting and training students— students must understand
their responsibilities and how to perform them, students must
have information concerning the individuals to be served,
students must have information concerning social and
contextual issues related to the service, students must have
information about the service site, students must know how to
get help when needed, and students must have help in building
a spirit of teamwork (The Generator, spring 1990).
Orientation and training for junior high students may involve
more time and effort than for older students. In addition to
the requirements listed above for a good orientation training
program, junior high age students may need help in dealing
with the realities of death, deformity, or mental and
emotional disabilities. If the students are going to work
with the frail elderly, there should be some advance
discussion about death and dying, as well as of aging
(Schine, 1989).

7.

Providing a meaningful reflection component— the program must
provide a reality check, the program must offer problem
solving help if needed, the program must provide on-going
education, the program must include values clarification, the
program must provide for integration of the service and
related learning with the rest of one's life, and the program
must provide for community building among participants (The
Generator, spring 1990). Once the steps mentioned above have
been accomplished it is necessary to develop specific
objectives which meet each students' personal, social and
academic requirements. Next it is necessary to develop the
course content (skills and concepts) with each individual
adolescent in mind. Each student should have a personal set
of skills and concepts to master, as well as a uniform
classroom curriculum to study (Conrad, 1989).

Once the students have completed an orientation program they will
be ready to select a placement site with the assistance of their
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teacher.

After the students have been assigned to a placement sight it

is important that time be spent each week on preparation for service
and then debriefing.

This requirement is in addition to the curriculum

taught to all participants in the program (Schine, 1989).
As a final step in all service projects there must be an
evaluation component.

Evaluation should involve the teachers and

administrators involved and the community members being served by the
project (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
Now that the components of a good community service program have
been reviewed it is necessary to give examples of good programs for
both junior high and senior high age students.

Some of these programs

include:
1.

Pulaski, Wisconsin— water and milk testing, cooperative
canneries, writing and publishing the community newspaper,
land-use surveys, and home construction (Lipka, Beane, and
O'Connell, 1985).

2.

Floodwood, Minnesota— cooperative creameries, a dairy
improvement project, community fairs, providing knowledge on
new farming practices, planting trees for a forest, logging
operations (Harris and Harris, 1983).

3.

Petersburg, West Virginia— community health projects including
new ways to handle garbage disposal, insect and pest control,
sewage disposal, measuring the water supply, food handling,
and public parks and recreation clean-up (Lipka, Beane, and
O'Connell, 1985).

4.

Portland, Oregon— a job fair (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell,
1985).

5.

Central Falls, Rhode Island— restoration and beautification
projects, fund-raising (Lipka,Beane, O'Connell, 1985).

6.

South Bronx, New York City— urban redevelopment projects,
including raising fish and gardening. Also volunteer work in
hospitals, nursing homes, day-care centers, churches, park
programs, tutoring and counseling younger students, painting
murals, and assisting with a neighborhood folk festival
(Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).

7.

Cincinnati, Ohio— Ombuds counsel other students in the areas
of teenage pregnancy, drug abuse, and legal assistance (Lipka.
Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).
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8.

Baltimore, Maryland— students conducted a neighborhood survey
to identify the needs of the elderly, and a housing survey for
the Baltimore Housing Authority (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell,
1985).

9.

Bradford, Pennsylvania— students studied various forms of city
government and made recommendations to local government
officials (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).

10.

Albion, Michigan and Columbus, Ohio— chopping firewood for the
disabled, working with retarded children, and visiting shut-in
senior citizens (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).

11.

Shoreham, New York— helping in day-care centers, nursing
homes, in classes for handicap students, and physical therapy
exercises for an injured boy (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell,
1985).

12.

New York, New York— Children for Children program where nine
hundred and twenty thousand children raised money to help feed
starving Ethiopians (Lipka, Beane, and O'Connell, 1985).

13.

Palos Verdes, California— raising money for Amnesty
International, performed in the Rainbow Connection, worked
with handicapped children, and helped FISH food pantry
distribute emergency food supplies to the hungry (Chadwick
Community Service Program, 1989).

14.

Ellington, Connecticut— students operate Ellington's emergency
rescue squad (Emergency Rescue Squad, 1989).

15.

Daleville, Alabama— FFA students build and maintain city
welcome signs, stamp expensive farm equipment with
identification numbers to prevent thefts, and conduct safety
programs on how to use the equipment. They also conduct CPR
training programs, they fingerprint and photograph elementary
students, organize "free by choice" drug prevention programs
and sponsored an annual Farm Day (FFA Service Program, 1990).

16.

Harlem, New York— students serve in soup kitchens, as tutors
in elementary schools and peer counselors, in AIDS clinics,
hospitals, with Special Olympics and drug rehabilitation
centers (Christian Service Project, 1989).

17.

Hopkins, Minnesota— students work in nursing homes, with
Meals-on Wheels, in drug prevention programs, tutor immigrant
students, work in schools with special needs students, at day
care and senior citizens' groups. They also work as a class
cleaning parks and painting and repairing homes for the
elderly (Community Involvement Hopkins High School, 1990).

18.

Closter, New Jersey— students stopped the community from using
styrofoam products. They also provide other schools with
information on how to stop pollution and organized an
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Environmental Rights Day. They have appeared before
legislators and the United Nations, and testified at an
Environmental Protection Agency hearing in Washington, D.C.
(Kids Against Pollution, 1990).
19.

Lincoln High, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania— students tested
streams, creeks and other bodies of water. Lincoln High is
the state and federal environmental agencies' official air and
water quality monitoring station for northeast Philadelphia.
Horticulture students plant speciality gardens. The students
will set-up a community historical museum (Gurwitt, 1990).

20.

East Lyme, Connecticut— the high school has an internship
program with twenty-two local agencies (Evers, 1986).

21.

Colorado Springs, Colorado— HUGSS (Helping Us Grow through
Service and Smiles) students collect cans and newspapers for
recycling and donate the money earned to needy families, they
take pets from the Humane Society on visits to senior citizens
and play games with the visually and hearing impaired
(Dismuke, 1990).

22.

Cincinnati, Ohio— St. Veronica School— they have an
Adopt-A-Grandparent program. (The Governor's Call to Service,
1990).

23.

Salina, Kansas— students visit local nursing homes, conduct
jogathons, bikeathons, and walkathons. They also help local
recreation departments with activities. They send musical
ambassadors into the community, and students officiate at the
Special Olympics. They also have an Adopt-a-Grandparent
program (Wilson and Rossman, 1986).

Open Ended Questions
While the review of the literature provided a great deal of useful
information, the author felt it was necessary to ask a few experts
specific open ended questions in order to obtain information that would
be beneficial to the educator trying to establish a community service
Letters were written to U.S. News & World Report; Dan Conrad,
Hopkins High School; the National Youth Leadership Council; Youth
Service America; and I.B.M. Corporation to ask them to send any
information and/or advice they might have to help in establishing a
community service program in a urban junior high and senior high
school.
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Responses were received from U.S. News & World Report, Dan Conrad
and the National Youth Leadership Council.

U.S. News & World Report

sent a copy of each of the six articles they published dealing with
community service programs in the schools.

Dan Conrad sent a copy of

his article "Community Involvement Program" and a copy of the article
he coauthored with Diane Hedin entitled "Service:
Knowledge."

a Pathway to

The National Youth Leadership Council sent a copy of their

winter issue of The Generator and a listing of conferences they will be
sponsoring in the future.
The articles were very helpful.

They are reviewed extensively

in

Chapter II and in the Review of Journals section of this chapter.
Interviews
The literature and letters received from the experts provided
information that could be used in a general way, however, it was
necessary to ask local groups how they felt a community service program
could help them specifically and how the students could benefit by
volunteering their time and effort.
Interviews were conducted with the representatives of several
agencies in order to get information about their programs, and how
junior high and senior high students could participate in a project
with their agency.

Below is a review of the needs of these agencies.

Adopt-a-Grandparent.

Younger students might want to adopt-a-

grandparent and visit them and have them visit their class if they are
able.
Animal Shelter-Control, The Humane Society, and SICSA.

These agencies

would like a few students to help clean cages, to help groom the dogs
and cats, and to walk and play with the animals.

They want responsible

students who will show up on a regular basis and who will work hard.
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They want dependability. They would also like students to help them
raise money for equipment.
In the spring, they need students to raise or buy flowers and then
plant them in front of their building.
These agencies will also allow responsible students to take a
small dog or cat to nursing homes, adult day care agencies, etc. to
visit with the elderly if these agencies agree to allow pets.
City Government.

Local governments need student volunteers to do

research, to do telephoning, to work with children in their parks and
recreation programs, to work in offices doing typing and filing, and to
help clean up parks.
Churches.

Students can help with lawn care and church clean-up.

Students may help at the receptionists desk, answer the phone and type.
Students can also help with after school activities.
Day Care Centers.

Many day care centers are state certified and thus

limited as to what volunteers can do to help.
Volunteers could get paints ready, and interact and play with the
children.

The volunteers could also play games, play the piano and

help with singing.

Often volunteers can help with small group

activities such as story time.
Habitat for Humanity.

They need students to carry and distribute

supplies, help with food service, sweep and clean-up.

Unless students

have specific skills they are not needed to build, but they could paint
if they are neat.
Homes for the Homeless.

Students are needed to raise funds, and

collect good used clothes.

Students can also help collect bedding
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supplies, toiletries, and canned foods.

In addition students are

needed to help clean the building, prepare food and serve the food to
the homeless.

They are also needed to clean-up after meals.

From the author's experience, this project is very good for O.W.A.
and O.U.E. students.

Many of these students learn that staying in

school is important, after working with the homeless.
Hospitals.

Many hospitals need junior volunteers.

After participating

in a training and orientation program conducted by the hospital,
students will be assigned where there is a need and where their
interests are.

Some students may work in the medical library, others

will be assigned to the beverage cart, others will run errands, some
could distribute mail or transport patients.
Before being accepted for training, students must fill out an
application form and must be interviewed.
Local Newspapers.

Students could help in delivery, some could input

data into computer terminals, and if the students are especially
skilled perhaps write a little or do some research.
Nursing Homes.

The jobs performed by students will depend on their

interests and the home's needs.
by the nursing home.

In most cases students will be trained

Students will often lead group activities such as

word games, spelling bees, and group cross word puzzle games.

Some

students may even make puzzles for the residents to play as a group.
On an individual or small group basis, students may play cards
with the residents or during nice weather the volunteers may walk with
them.

Students are also needed to visit patients who can not leave

their rooms.

It is often good for the student to bring something with
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them to the patient's room to talk about.
small pet would be nice.

If the home is willing, a

Students could also talk to the residents

about the past and write a history book for the home.
Peer Tutoring.

Older students often help tutor younger students either

in their school or a neighboring school.

This helps both the tutor and

the student being tutored.
Some older students will also counsel students who need help.
However, before this program is undertaken potential counselors must
receive training.
Recycling.

Students are needed to collect aluminum cans, newspapers,

plastic cartons and clothes.

Often the money raised is given to a

charity.
The Red Cross.

They have very few programs for students to participate

in for a semester.

They need elementary students to make decorations

for parties and special events.

They like older students to collect

and package soaps, towels, combs, toothpaste, toothbrushes and
washcloths for disaster victims.
Special Olympics.

This agency requires students to fill out an

application and take part in an interview.
Most volunteers are not needed on a regular basis, but on an event
basis.

Volunteers are needed for the games committee, fund raising,

publicity, the registration committee, the volunteer committee,
practice and instruction, chaperoning, clerical, and as coach's aides.
Volunteers are also needed for art exhibits, basketball, bowling,
gymnastics, soccer, swimming, and track and field.
Y.M.C.A.

If students are knowledgeable, they could help coach

swimming, gymnastics, and soccer.

If they are trained, they could help

referee.
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Students could help with crafts, homework and play in the after
school programs.

Older students could be big brothers or big sisters.

Students could also paint the building if necessary, and help keep
it clean.
After the agencies had been contacted, their representatives were
asked to meet in the high school auditorium, in early September, to
speak with the students who would be participating in the community
service program.

Each representative gave a talk about their agency

and how the students could help.

Also attending this introductory

meeting were parents and interested educational personnel.

There was

time at the end of the evening for questions and answers.
The information obtained from the above procedures were used to
develop a guidebook.

The book includes objectives for the course; the

skill, content and concepts to be learned; how to structure the course;
and listing of agencies which could help others develop a program.
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CHAPTER IV
COMMUNITY SERVICE GUIDEBOOK
Introduction

Ideas for a guidebook were provided by Don Conrad.

This community service course is a semester in length and taught
by educators who believe in learning through experience.

Students will

become involved in a variety of community service projects as a part of
their curriculum.

The projects may be located in the school or away

from the school.
The benefits for students and the community may be found in
Chapter I.

The projects which might be undertaken are found in Chapter

II.
Goals
A community service course should have at least two goals:

the

providing of a significant service(s) to the community and the
development of personal, social, and intellectual abilities of the
students who provide the service(s).
Programmatically, the aim of a community service course is to
engage students in experiences which:
1.

meet genuine needs, involve tasks which both the students and
the community deem worthwhile;

2.

have real consequences, where others are dependent on their
actions;

3.

present significant challenges, placing students in new roles,
in new environments, calling on new skills in situations that
stretch their thinking both cognitively and ethically;

4.

require significant personal responsibility and decision
making, where they are in a real sense "in charge";

5.

involve collaborative effort with adults and/or peers;
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6.

and, in which, there is systematic reflection on their
experiences including extensive and on-going discussion and
written analysis.

The degree to which these elements of experience are present for
any student determines the degree of success in attaining the specific
objectives of the program.

Where these elements exist, powerful

learning occurs.
Objectives
The objectives for a community service course could fall into
three categories— personal development, social development, and
intellectual and academic development.

The degree to which the

objectives are met will depend upon the nature of the students'
experiences.

Actual gains to students will vary with the nature and

quality of their experiences and the degree of commitment with which
they are undertaken.

Each of the objectives listed in Appendix A

should be examined, for each student, through periodic pre-post testing
and, on a continuing basis, supervisor's evaluations, self assessment,
and teacher's evaluation.

Content and Concepts
Each student will have one personal set of contents and concepts
related to their own particular experience and individual personality,
needs, etc.

For example, an assertive student assisting in a homeless

shelter will learn some different things than a shy student visiting in
a nursing home or another who is involved with emotionally handicapped
children.

These idiosyncratic learnings are often not predictable

beforehand but are demonstrated and reported on after the fact in
discussions, journals, essays and a final paper.
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Beyond this, the curriculum for the classroom seminars is uniform
for each student.

Listed below are some topics from which the formal

curriculum could draw.

Generally there is time for about twelve major

topics with the ones chosen depending on the experiences, needs and age
of the students.

These topics are presented in class and become the

framework within which experiences are analyzed for the next week and
form the topic of the weeks' application essay.
The skills to be developed include:
1.

journal keeping

2.

resume writing

3.

experiential learning skills

4.

observing human behavior— critical incident technique

5.

problem solving

6.

conflict resolution

7.

listening and communicating

8.

assertiveness

9.

identifying and affirming personal assets

10.

needs assessment techniques

11.

ways to assess and articulate personal contribution and
personal gain

The content and concepts which could be studied as part of the
community service course include:
1.

human needs

2.

the therapeutic relationship

3.

cognitive development

4.

moral development

5.

personality styles and strengths

6.

emotional development

7.

love, service and responsibility
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8.

self esteem and self destruction

9.

defense mechanisms

10.

family systems and birth order

11.

the brain and implication of recent research

12.

learning disabilities

13.

aging and the aging process

14.

human service organization, structure and function of
institutions

15.

human service careers

16.

importance of volunteer efforts in America

17.

outsiders and outcasts

Other topics should be covered as the teacher perceives the need
in his or her students.

The extent to which the topics are covered

will depend on the age and abilities of the teacher's students.
Structure of the Course

A community service course will need to be taught in a larger
block of time than the regular forty-five minutes to one hour class
period given for most junior high and senior high school classes.

It

is recommended that two periods per day, five days a week, for a
semester be allotted.

As a double-period class the student could

accomplish an entire year of course work in one semester.

If this

arrangement is undertaken, the student should receive a full credit for
the course instead of a half credit.
The first two to three weeks of the course could be designed as a
workshop on "Leadership and Human Service."

During this period, time

should be spent developing skills in working with people, gaining
insight into the self, building group cohesion, and investigating and
selecting individual service assignments.
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It is during this

introductory phase that students should attend an assembly to meet with
representatives of agencies seeking student volunteers.
For the rest of the semester, students are in their placements
Monday through Thursday and attend a seminar on Friday.

In addition to

the individual service assignments it is also good to have one project
each semester which involves the entire group (such as painting a house
or cleaning up a park).
The most important expectation for students is to attend school
reliably and to perform in an exemplary fashion in their service
assignment.

In addition to this each student should be expected to:

1.

keep a daily journal

2.

write a weekly application essay based on the week's seminar
topic

3.

write a final expert paper in which students analyze a
critical issue, of their choosing, which has risen out of
their service work.

When the students write their expert paper, they will draw on
ideas from their observations and experiences, an interview(s), and
written source(s).
Developing the Course— Other Considerations

This guidebook was written as a tool for educators to use when
they are thinking about developing their own community service program.
It is only to be used as a guide.
her own goals and objectives.

Each educator must develop his or

Specific goals and objectives must be

developed to meet the needs of each individual student, school and
communi ty.
While many of the skills to be developed, might resemble the ones
mentioned in this guidebook, the educator must take into consideration
the level at which his or her students are presently operating.
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Some

skills might need a great deal of emphasis, while others might need
very little attention.
The content and concepts to be taught will also depend upon the
needs of each educator's students and the community service projects
the students will be undertaking.

The ideas mentioned in the guidebook

are just to get the educator thinking, and are not meant to be followed
verbatim.
Finally the structure of the course will depend upon what the
educator and the administration can work out. When the course meets,
and for how long, can only be determined by the needs of the students,
teachers, school and community.

Flexibility will be necessary.

What

is suggested in this guidebook is ideal but may not be feasible in
every situation.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary

By performing community service work todays adolescents can gain a
sense of personal worth, of belonging and contributing.

They can be

engaged in work that is important to others.
Young people who help to clean-up streams, improve playgrounds,
rehabilitate buildings, advocate for the homeless, educate about
substance abuse, assist shut-inst visit the aging, tutor peers or
younger children, serve in soup kitchens or assist the handicapped are
assuming meaningful roles and responding to the real needs of society
as well as their own need to be needed.
While the primary reason for promoting community service programs
for teenagers is to provide an opportunity for them to assume
meaningful roles,and develop personal worth, it is also important
because adolescents provide a valuable source of volunteers. In young
people rests the nation's hope to perpetuate the volunteer tradition.
Experiencing the satisfaction of making a contribution and of making a
difference in the adolescent years can encourage a commitment that will
carry into adult life.
Another benefit of a school based community service program is the
opportunity that such a course gives for career exploration and
learning how to behave in the world of work.

Young people learn to

work as colleagues, to compromise and to communicate better.
service provides opportunities to confront problems, consider
alternatives and to find solutions.
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Community

There is also another important benefit provided by community
service programs and this involves the learning of values.
values learned include:

Some of the

compassion, courtesy, equality of opportunity,

regard for human worth and dignity, and respect for others' rights.

As

students perform their community service duties, they are also
reinforcing these values.
Because of the benefits mentioned above and the lack of readily
available resource material in the field, the author found it necessary
to produce a guidebook which might be of assistance to educational
personnel thinking about initiating a community service program in his
or her school.
In order to develop a guidebook it was necessary to conduct an
extensive review of the literature.

While there were many good

articles telling what projects other schools had undertaken, there was
very little information describing how to set up a program and how to
make it work.

As a result, it was necessary to write to or speak with

authorities in the field and get first hand information from them.
After the research was conducted a guidebook for initiating a
community service program in the schools was developed.

The guidebook

was divided into five chapters, which included the introduction, the
goals, the objectives, the content and concepts, and the structure of
the course.
Conclusions

After a thorough examination of the need for community service
programs in the school, it became evident to the author that there are
many excellent programs underway.

However, the actual number of

schools really meeting the needs of young people in this way are small.
It is necessary for educational personnel who have met with success in
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conducting community service programs to spread the word and show how
such courses can benefit students.
Community service agencies that benefit from student aid must also
spread the word.

Everyone must be made aware of the need for community

service programs in the schools and how students grow and benefit from
the programs.
Finally, those educators and citizens who are opposed to community
service programs in the schools, because they feel students should be
studying more mathematics, science and other academic courses must be
convinced of the benefits of such a program.

A huge marketing job

needs to be undertaken if the idea for community service is to spread
and succeed.

The public and educators must learn that this is not just

another fad.
Recommendations

In order to conduct a successful community service program several
obstacles must be eliminated.

One of the biggest problems facing

community service teachers and students is the lack of time.

It is

recommended that students perform their community service duties as
part of a scheduled class or course work.

If the students know that

their work is part of a course, they should be more dedicated and
reliable.

The agencies will know that the students will show up when

scheduled, and will work hard because their grade for the course is
based, to a great extent, upon the supervisor's evaluation.
working during the school day will lead to time constraints.

However,
Students

will have to get to the location of their service, perform their
duties, and get back to school within a class period or two of time.
The time factor may limit the choice for some of the projects
undertaken.
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If it is possible some flexibility should be built into the
student's schedule, so that he or she can perform his or her duties
well without worrying too much about time.

Perhaps lunch or a study

hall could be the student's next class upon arrival back at school.
There is also a transportation problem which could limit the area
to be served and the services undertaken.

Drivers and vehicles for

transporting students will have to found.

If there is a school van and

the community service teacher is licensed to drive it, a good part of
the transportation problem could be eliminated.
that students drive their own cars.

It is not recommended

This could raise liability

questions.
Ideally the entire faculty of a school will support the
community service program.

However, it is unlikely that there will be

consensus for the program.

Some teachers will complain if students are

late getting back to school on any given day, others will feel that
because students are not engaged in book work one hundred per cent of
the time they are not learning.

The more support a community service

program can get the better it will work.

It will be up to the

educators conducting the community service program to convince their
colleagues that this is a worthwhile program.

Inviting the teachers

and the parents to attend the assembly, offered at the beginning of
each course, to listen to each community service representative speak
about how community service benefits the students and the community may
help in building support for the program.

If the course is successful

in helping students stay in school, if it helps to improve their grades
and attendance, eventually a good program will sell itself, but at
first support may be difficult.
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Another problem will involve finding teachers who are willing to
put in the extra time and energy without additional pay.

It will take

extra time for the teacher to find places for each student to work.

It

will be even more difficult to match all students with a program that
meets their learning and interest needs.

In addition to finding job

cites for students, the teacher will have to monitor each child while
they are at work.

This will take time and will involve some expense,

if the school district does not provide transportation or a
transportation allowance.

This problem may limit the extent to which a

community service program could be carried out in any one school.
To help eliminate the transportation problem the district should
provide a van which could be used to transport the students, and which
the teacher could use to travel to each student's work site in
order to monitor their progress.

If a van is not available a

transportation allowance should be provided to the teacher if he or she
uses his or her own car.
It would also be good if the teacher were given some time to plan
for the course, and to transport the students.

Without the extra time,

the educator will burn out quickly and the course may die.

If the

district could afford it, extra pay for extra work would be
appropriate.
To build support for a community service program it is
recommended that a pilot program or course be tried for a year.

It is

also recommended that an advisory committee made up of interested
teachers, administrators and community members be formed.

During and

after the first year of the program, strengths and weaknesses could be
analyzed and improvements made. By piloting the program and by having a
thorough evaluation system, any reluctant staff members will become
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aware of the benefits of a community service program and how students,
the school and community can grow from such an experience.

The

advisory committee could also help with any staffing, placement, timing
and transportation problems that may arise.
involves the need for recognition.

One last recommendation

If the students, the agencies, and

the teacher do a good job make sure they get recognized, not just at
school but in the paper and on local television.
lot to sell a program and to motivate.
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Recognition does a
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APPENDIX A

Specific Objectives for Community Service Course

APPENDIX A

Personal Development.

Students will attain:

1.

self esteem, self worth, self understanding, sense of
competence and confidence, sense of usefulness

2.

self-direction; internal motivation, personal responsibility,
productivity and perseverance

3.

willingness to learn and improve

Social Development.

Students will attain:

1.

more positive attitude toward others, heightened social
responsibility, and heightened personal responsibility

2.

greater likelihood of further involvement in civic affairs
and perhaps a human service career

3.

skill in communicating with others (clients, agency staff,
peers)

4.

ability to work cooperatively with others

Intellectual and Academic Development.

Students will:

1.

develop and apply intellectual skills required to learn from
experience

2.

master and apply social science knowledge and skills to real
life situations

3.

demonstrate skill in articulating ideas both in speech and
writing

4.

demonstrate heightened curiosity about their world, ability to
always find something interesting to do, look at, ask about

5.

gain skill in problem— solving

6.

demonstrate increased knowledge and understanding of people

7.

demonstrate heightened awareness of community problems and
efforts and resources being brought to bear on them
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